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Efficient representations for spatio-temporal cellular Signaling Data (SD) are essential for many human mobility applications.

Traditional representation methods are mainly designed for GPS data with high spatio-temporal continuity, and thus will

suffer from poor embedding performance due to the unique Ping Pong Effect in SD. To address this issue, we explore the

opportunity offered by a large number of human mobility traces and mine the inherent neighboring tower connection patterns.

More specifically, we design HERMAS, a novel representation learning framework for large-scale cellular SD with three

steps: (1) extract rich context information in each trajectory, adding neighboring tower information as extra knowledge in

each mobility observation; (2) design a sequence encoding model to aggregate the embedding of each observation; (3) obtain

the embedding for a trajectory. We evaluate the performance of HERMAS based on two human mobility applications, i.e.

trajectory similarity measurement and user profiling. We conduct evaluations based on a 30-day SD dataset with 130,612 users

and 2,369,267 moving trajectories. Experimental results show that (1) for the trajectory similarity measurement application,

HERMAS improves the Hitting Rate (HR@10) from 15.2% to 39.2%; (2) for the user profiling application, HERMAS improves

the F1-score for around 9%. More importantly, HERMAS significantly improves the computation efficiency by over 30×.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, the proliferation of mobile phones and cellular networks and their resultant data brings opportunities

for various human mobility applications[7]. In particular, Signaling Data (SD) are collected when the mobile

phones interact with the cell towers, e.g., calling, sending messages, or switching to other cells. They thus provide

high penetration rates and high spatio-temporal coverage [25] in an automatic and non-intrusive manner [39]. A

deep understanding of human mobility with spatio-temporal data is essential for many mobility applications,

ranging from transportation management [3], urban planning [4], to network infrastructure construction [24].

Among all these applications, representation learning is widely recognized as an effective approach to mine the

inherent features of the human mobility and be beneficial for many use cases [8, 32]. For instance, computing

the similarity among trajectories based on representation data rather than the raw data can help to reduce the

computational complexity, save the storage space, and protect the user privacy [34], User profiling based on

represented data can help forecast population and facilitate the network infrastructure construction [12].

Representation learning (RL) has been extensively studied and exploited in spatio-temporal data analysis. In

latest researches, RL first learns a representation vector(embedding) for each spatio-temporal observation by

mining context relationships between observations in spatio-temporal trajectories. And the trajectories could

be embedded by a sequential model such as RNN[29]. For example, the Word2Vec technique [22, 23] is applied

to transit the original spatio-temporal data(typically GPS records) to certain locations by mapping to urban

infrastructure, e.g., road segments. As such, the embeddings of trajectories are approached by a sequence of

approximated road segments [40]. These approaches are mainly designed for GPS because the localization error

of GPS is widely assumed to follow a normal distribution [20], resulting in a reasonable approximation.

Different from GPS data, an SD observation can only tell that a cell phone user is associated with a cell tower

at certain time, without the precise locations of the user. Moreover, cell phones are not always connected to the

closest cell tower due to the load balance considerations, which means that they may connect to any connectable

cell towers based on real-world network loads. We define this phenomenon as the Ping Pong Effect (PPE), and
the potentially connectable towers as neighbor towers. As illustrated in Fig. 1, given an observed tower record,

the potential location of the user may be anywhere within the coverage area centered on the observed tower.

The cell towers within the radius of twice the coverage radius of the observed tower are therefore considered as

the neighbor towers. Due to PPE, it is unknown whether the observed tower or which neighbor tower the user

will connect to the next time when passing nearby. Hence, the state-of-the-arts methods are not enough to learn

the mobility pattern of users by exclusively mining context relationships.

Fig. 1. An Illustration of Ping Pong Effect
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Here we refer to the embedding of each cell tower as tower embedding, because spatio-temporal observations

in SD data are cell towers. Although PPE increases the uncertainty of trajectories, it essentially consists of unclear

connection patterns between cell towers. If we can make an exploration of the PPE from historical data, i.e.,

modeling the relationship between the observed tower and the corresponding neighbor towers, more human

mobility related knowledge in SD would be added to each tower’s embedding. As we mentioned before, the high

penetration rates of SD indicate the potential for sensing human mobility, which reveals the PPE as connection

patterns of each cell tower between neighbor towers. Thus the key idea of this paper is to model the connection

patterns first and make use of it as extra information. With more embedded human mobility information, our

embedding of SD enables better performance in downstream applications.

However, modeling the connection patterns between cell towers due to PPE is a very challenging task. It

is almost impossible to exhaust all possible connection patterns between cell towers. Only considering a part

of the data cannot provide full coverage of human mobility on city wide. There are indeed some studies that

attempt to exploit the relationships between observations and neighbor observations to enhance the ability of

spatio-temporal data embedding to represent human mobility. For example, [21] assumes that the probability of

connection between observations of spatio-temporal data is inversely proportional to the geographical distance.

But the combination of population mobility, environmental conditions, load balance design, and other factors

make the PPE in SD not simply measurable by geographical distance. Here in this paper, we design a deep learning

approach to investigate the connection patterns between cell towers to incorporate a deep understanding of

human mobility.

In this paper, we design a representation learning framework called HERMAS for SD data dedicated to urban-

wide human mobility-related applications, e.g. trajectory similarity measurement and user profiling. As a whole,

HERMAS learns an expression for each cell tower on a basis of SD data, and uses tower embeddings to construct

SD trajectory embeddings as input for downstream applications. Focusing on the unique characteristic of SD’s

PPE, HERMAS enhances the understanding of it via a deep model based on a large number of tower-to-tower

connection patterns. The resulting tower embeddings would be more effective in representing SD data with PPE.

Further, the construction of trajectory embedding is managed via a sequential model. We conduct the comparative

experiments with several widely used representation learning frameworks. The evaluation shows that HERMAS

can efficiently extract the user mobility using SD on a large spatio-temporal scale. The contribution of this paper

is summarized below.

• To our knowledge, this is the first work to study a human mobility embedding framework via large-scale

cellular signaling data. Conceptually, we cope with the Ping Pong Effect by extracting neighbor tower

information into each tower’s embedding. We further design the embedding model to obtain trajectory

embedding. The learned embeddings are able to preserve humanmobility with a strong expression capability

in human mobility applications.

• We design a novel framework HERMAS for SD data with a purpose of efficiently solving mobility-related

applications at an urban scale. In terms of the key characteristics of the geographical relationship of SD, we

take the initiative to work out tower embedding first by combining context tower embedding and neighbor

tower embedding. Then, the SD trajectory is also embedded consequently for practical applications by

distinct consequential encoding modules.

• Our framework HERMAS is evaluated by a large-scale SD dataset with 257 million daily records generated

from more than 3.6 million users. Two human mobility applications are adopted and compared with 3 com-

petitive baselines. HERMAS has a maximum improvement of 7.3% in similarity measurement accompanied

by dozens of times faster. Additionally, HERMAS performs averagely 3.6% better than the most competitive

baseline model in the application of user profiling.
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2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Background
In recent years, the development of positioning infrastructure such as cellphones has enabled the collection of

massive spatio-temporal data that depict human mobility. Meanwhile, advancing machine learning techniques

has made the feature-based models quite effective in human mobility modeling and inference[39] . Although

these feature-based models perform well, they are time-consuming and labor-consuming. Rapid urbanization

and the need for human mobility development require researchers to design spatio-temporal features that are

less dependent on specific problems to solve multiple new problems quickly and efficiently. Therefore, there is a

tendency to use representation learning to extract useful information from raw spatio-temporal data, generating

embedding to serve as input features with a strong generalization ability to approach multiple applications.

2.2 Characteristics of SD
With the extension of cellular networks and cellphones, SD become a valuable spatio-temporal data. On the

one hand, cellphones have become a necessity for the vast majority of people, making the participated user

number very large. Given the highly-dense distributed cell towers cities, users can interact with cellular towers

wherever they are, leading to the large spatial coverage of cellular data. On the other hand, as long as users

turn on their cellphones or even in the standby mode, SD are recorded by all sorts of cellular activities that may

happen anytime. Subsequently, the high penetration rates of SD benefits the researchers to investigate human

mobility applications.

2.2.1 Dataset. In this paper, we utilize the SD dataset from CTCC, one of the three largest cellular network

operators in China. The dataset was generated from Hefei, a large Chinese city with a population of more

than 8 million. Our dataset contains data for 3.6 million users during June 1, 2017, and June 30, 2017, with 257

million records per day. In this city, the three operators have similar market share and share the cellular network

infrastructure. In other words, our dataset records almost unbiasedly the mobility of users throughout the city.

2.2.2 Data Format. In general, the data format of the SD records contain time-stamp, cell ID, user ID (anonymous

ID), as well as the signaling type. Among them, the cell ID is an identification of the cell tower associated with

the cellular record, and the user ID is an identification of the corresponding user of the cellular record. And both

IDs are unique. Signaling type records the type of services for the signaling record, which has little to do with

our investigation.

2.2.3 SD Trajectory. Similar to the common definition of spatio-temporal trajectory [38], an SD trajectory is a

sequence of consecutive observations over a period of time. SD trajectories provide a large quantity of information

to understand human mobility. An SD trajectory differs from a GPS trajectory in two obvious ways.

• Each observation in the SD data is the location of a cellular tower at the time the cell phone interacts

with the cellular tower. In a city, the number and location of cell towers are fixed. Therefore the possible

locations of each observation in the SD trajectory are fixed and known.

• In addition, SD data is collected in a user-unaware manner, so pre-processing the raw SD data to extract

the SD trajectories is an essential step in the study of SD trajectories.

2.2.4 PPE. As we mentioned earlier, the PPE depicts the pattern of each observation-generating process in the

SD data. A combination of environmental conditions, load balancing, and other factors cause the phone to be

potentially randomly connected to its connectable tower. The actual location of the user is unknown, but this

does not mean that the SD data lacks research value. As we mentioned before, SD is favored by many researchers

due to its wide penetration rates and spatio-temporal coverage. In this circumstance, SD observations provide
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plenty of information for our understanding of human mobility. In the following, we elaborate on the differences

between PPE and some common trajectory phenomena in spatio-temporal trajectories.

• Outlier. The observations generated due to PPE are not outliers. Outliers are data recording errors that

occur from equipment errors, data storage, and other processes and exist in all spatio-temporal data [35].

Outliers do not provide valuable information for the study of human mobility and therefore are necessary

to be removed.

• Stay Point. PPE are not happened only when the user stays around; PPE are happened when the user’s cell

phone interacts with the cell towers, regardless of whether the user is or not moving. Therefore, traditional

stay point or stay area identification algorithms do not reasonably model PPE [36]. In this paper, we focus

on modeling PPE in movement trajectories.

• Trajectory Uncertainty. Compared with GPS trajectories, PPE does increase the uncertainty of SD

trajectories. Popular trajectory uncertainty modeling algorithms usually assume that the uncertainty of

spatio-temporal data satisfies some general distributions, such as a normal distribution with geographical

distance as a parameter [27]. However, the location of each observation in SD data does not satisfy some

specific distribution, so the traditional assumption methods are limited in the current conditions.

Fig. 2. Tower Distribution vs Connection Frequency Fig. 3. Neighbor connection Pattern

2.3 Challenge
Essentially, the traditional methods are only applicable to precise spatio-temporal data such as GPS and learn

the representation vector for each observation in this way. However, the PPE of SD data makes the uncertainty

of the location of the observations not modelable in terms of distance, which makes the traditional approaches

not applicable to do representation learning for SD. To illustrate this graphically, we extracted the connection

frequency between a given tower and its neighbor towers respectively based on the SD trajectory (processing

details is shown in Section 3.2).

Here, we refer to the given tower as the center tower, relative to its neighboring towers. In Fig. 2, we use

the blue line to indicate the probability distribution of the number of neighboring towers at different distance

slots from the center tower to the total number of neighboring towers. It is obvious that the more distant the
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neighboring towers are from the center tower, the more they are distributed. In addition, we use the red line to

indicate the connection probability of each center tower with its neighboring towers obtained based on the SD

data. What can be found is that the connection pattern between the center tower and its neighboring towers

does not correspond to the number of its neighbor towers. The neighbor towers with the highest connection

probability to the center tower are located at about 350m. At the same time, this probability is only about 2/3

of the probability at 350m at a distance of 600m. This is because the connection patterns between the neighbor

towers due to PPE are not directly correlated with the distance. Moreover, different towers do not have the same

pattern as their neighboring towers, which also increases the difficulty of modeling PPE in our spatio-temporal

data representation.

2.4 Opportunity
Although state-of-the-arts methods are limited due to the PPE of SD, the large number of neighbor connection

patterns that exist in SD provides an opportunity to model it. We illustrate these neighbor connection patterns

present in a large number of trajectories in Fig. 3. Given a center tower and a neighboring tower with which

connections occur in a trajectory, Fig. 3 illustrates the cumulative probability of the frequency of connections

occurring between that center tower and other neighboring towers as a proportion of the frequency of connections

occurring between it and all neighboring towers. We observe that about 60% of the towers have at least 30% more

connection patterns occurring in other trajectories. In addition, at least 40% of the towers have at least 40% or

more connection patterns occurring in other trajectories. In other words, by mining a large number of neighbor

connection patterns present in SD trajectories, more information reflecting human mobility can be learned than

in the state-of-the-arts methods by only the connection patterns between towers in a single trajectory.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
An overview of our system is shown in Fig. 4. It is composed of threemain parts: preprocessing,mobility embedding

framework(HERMAS), and applications. Specifically, the SD data, as the input to the system, is transformed

into trajectory data as the input of HERMAS after a preprocessing part. HERMAS is the representation learning

framework of the system, in which the trajectory embedding is output through the tower representation learning

module and a representation learning module in turn. Finally, trajectory embedding is used as the input to the

downstream applications as an evaluation of HERMAS.

Fig. 4. System Overview
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3.1 Terminology
In this paper, we use the following basic notions based on SD data.

Definition 1. Observation. Each observation 𝑜 in our framework is the geographical location of a cell tower,
represented as a tuple of <𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 , 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 >, each with a time stamp. Besides, the set of cell towers 𝑂 is given in
the dataset, so each observation 𝑜 uniquely corresponds to a cell tower.

Definition 2. SD Trajectory. Given a trajectory set 𝑆 , the 𝑖𝑡ℎ trajectory 𝑡𝑖 = {𝑜1, 𝑜2, . . . , 𝑜 |𝑡𝑖 |} is one of the
chronologically ordered observation sequence. 𝑜𝑘 is the 𝑘𝑡ℎ observation of this trajectory for 𝑘 ∈ [1, |𝑡𝑖 |] . |𝑡𝑖 | is length
of the trajectory 𝑡𝑖 .

Definition 3. Context Tower. Given an observed tower 𝑜𝑖 , we define the set of its context towers C(𝑜) as the set
of all its context towers. For example, in the SD trajectory 𝑡 = {𝑜1, 𝑜2, . . . , 𝑜𝑖−1, 𝑜𝑖 , 𝑜𝑖+1, . . . , 𝑜 |𝑡𝑖 |}, 𝑜𝑖−1 and 𝑜𝑖+1 are
selected as the context towers. Note that it does not make sense to gain context towers from all trajectories. We choose
the towers within a radius of 1 kilometer centered on 𝑜𝑖 , since the maximum distance between two observations in the
trajectory is assumed to be 1 kilometer.

Definition 4. Neighbor Tower. Given an observed tower 𝑜 , we define the set of its neighbor towers N(𝑜) as the
set of all connectable towers to which the user may be connected. In this paper, considering all the coverage radius 𝑟
of a cell tower is 300 meters, thus the user may be within 𝑟 = 300𝑚 centered on the observed tower 𝑜 . Thus, all towers
within a radius of 2 × 𝑟 = 600𝑚 centered on the observed tower 𝑜 constitute the set of neighboring towers N(𝑜).

3.2 Preprocessing
SD data in the collection process produce a lot of errors and are almost impossible to be used directly by human

mobility-related applications. Instead of using raw data directly, we have to make a preprocessing. Preprocessing

reduces the negative impact of errors on the experiment on the one hand and prepares input data for subsequent

models and tasks on the other. Overall, preprocessing is divided into two steps: stay point detection and outlier

filtering.

3.2.1 Staying Point Detection. The trajectory generated when users are active is a primary component of depicting

the user’s mobility. However, SD data are collected continuously and insensibly, so we cannot directly obtain SD

trajectories directly from the original SD data. A widely used technique to derive trajectories is to detect stay

points as the basis for dividing the trajectories chronologically. Once the user’s staying point is recognized, the

trajectories are obtained. The detection of staying points has been widely studied, and in this paper, we make the

extraction of trajectories based on a typical staying point detection method [36]. First, we define a trajectory

with a minimum traverse distance of 1 kilometer and lasted at least 15 minutes. This definition is empirically

validated and guarantees the integrity and significance of trajectories. Consequently, we segment the SD data

according to the temporal gap of at least 10 minutes as a criterion to obtain candidate trajectories. Then, the final

trajectories input to next the procedure are selected according to the above definition.

3.2.2 Outlier Filtering. The outlier in SD is closely related to cellular networks for ambiguous reasons involving

operator strategies, the durability of the towers, etc. These anomalies are meaningless, so it is reasonable to

remove them for the integrity of human mobility. In this paper, we use a two-stage approach to detect and clear

anomalies.

• Heuristic method.We refer to T-Drive’s method of heuristic exception detection [35] to remove detected

outliers. We first set a maximum speed threshold (i.e. 150 km/h) and assume that all those that are faster

than this threshold are outlier values. Specifically, we calculate the distance and time gap between each
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observation and its previous one based on time and distance in the trajectory and delete observations that

exceed the maximum velocity threshold.

• Smoothing. We use a two-stage smoothing algorithm to eliminate the effects of the ping-pong effect [17].

The first stage replaces some large outliers with a small sliding window through the means. This processing

does not significantly change the prototype of the trajectory while making it more realistic. We then fill

the trajectory with a 5-second interval of linear interpolation, which is based on a moving average of the

second sliding window. Specifically, the tower closest to the geometric center point of several original

points in the sliding window as the tower to be interpolated to the trajectory.

3.3 HERMAS Design
In this section, we introduce the details of HERMAS, which consists of two parts: tower representation learning

and trajectory representation learning. The tower representation learning algorithm learns a latent embedding for

each tower using SD trajectories. To model the uncertainty introduced by PPE in SD, neighbor tower information

is dynamically added to each tower embedding. Specifically, we use an attention-based deep model to extract

the neighboring connection patterns from a large number of trajectories as the neighbor tower information.

Subsequently, we replace each observation in the SD trajectory with its corresponding tower embedding and use

a GRU-based sequence model to obtain the trajectory embedding for each trajectory.

3.3.1 Tower Representation Learning. In this section we learns a latent vector for each tower, which can be seen

as pre-training for the each tower’s embedding. We first learn a context tower embedding for each tower that

represents human mobility based on the context observations in the SD trajectory. Subsequently, we design

an attention-based neighbor tower information extraction module to learn a neighbor information embedding

for each tower based on the SD’s property of PPE. Finally, we combine these two embeddings to obtain the

embedding for each tower.

First, we introduce Context Tower Embedding. The key idea of context tower embedding is that embeddings

with more information related to humanmobility can achieve good results in downstream applications. We borrow

the idea of skip-gram [22] here. The idea behind skip-gram is to represent human mobility by the sequential

order of different towers in a trajectory. If several towers appear sequentially in an SD trajectory, then we use the

center tower to predict the towers that appear before and after it and embed them in the same latent space.

Here in the SD trajectory 𝑡 = {𝑜1, 𝑜2, . . . , 𝑜𝑖−1, 𝑜𝑖 , 𝑜𝑖+1, . . . , 𝑜 |𝑡𝑖 |}, we define the context tower embedding of a

given observation 𝑜𝑖 in this trajectory as 𝐸𝑐𝑖 . We use the current observation 𝑜𝑖 to predict its context observations,

with the training goal of maximizing the prediction probability. We refer to 𝑜𝑖−1 and 𝑜𝑖+1 as 𝑜𝑖𝑐 , and the objective

could be formulated as the following expression∑
(𝑜𝑖𝑐 ,𝑜𝑖 ) ∈𝑡

log 𝑃 (𝑜𝑖𝑐 | 𝑜𝑖 ) (1)

where 𝑃 (𝑜𝑖𝑐 | 𝑜𝑖 ) measures the connection patterns between 𝑜𝑖𝑐 and 𝑜𝑖 in trajectory 𝑡 . We use the dot product of

vectors to qualify it as 𝑢𝑐 .

𝑢𝑐 = 𝐸𝑐𝑖 · 𝐸𝑐𝑖𝑐 (2)

where 𝐸𝑐𝑖𝑐 is the context tower embedding of 𝑜𝑖𝑐 . And with the softmax function, the objective function could be

represented as ∑
(𝑜𝑖𝑐 ,𝑜𝑖 ) ∈𝑡

log 𝑃 (𝑜𝑖𝑐 | 𝑜𝑖 ) =
∑

(𝑜𝑖𝑐 ,𝑜𝑖 ) ∈𝑡
log

exp
𝑢𝑐∑ |C (𝑜𝑖 )) |

𝑘=1
exp

𝑢𝑘
(3)
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where C(𝑜𝑖 ) means the set of context towers of 𝑜𝑖 . Specifically, we calculate the set of context towers for all

towers in advance.

To conclude, we update the context tower embedding for each tower by predicting its context towers in the

with the above loss function. After that, the learned embeddings are sent to Neighbor Tower Information
Extraction described in the following paragraph.

To cope with the property of PPE of SD, we design a neighbor tower information extraction algorithm based on

attention mechanism. Specifically, given an observation tower 𝑜𝑖 and its neighbor tower set N(𝑜𝑖 ), the neighbor
tower information of 𝑜𝑖 is dynamically added to its embedding in the process of tower representation learning.

Here we illustrate our main intuition for designing the attention-based approach to explore the connection

patterns between 𝑜𝑖 and neighbor towers 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑛 ∈ N (𝑜𝑖 ). The probability that a user connects to its different

neighbor towers presented by PPE is different, i.e., each neighbor tower has a different connection pattern to a

given tower. Therefore it is significant to distinguish the connection patterns of different neighbor towers to 𝑜𝑖
and utilize those information. For the formation of the neighbor tower set N(𝑜𝑖 ), we use the large number of

neighbor connection patterns in the SD data to accomplish this. Specifically, we look for neighboring towers from

the trajectory dataset with which connections have occurred with 𝑜𝑖 . It is a fact that these connection patterns

occurring in other trajectories can provide a large amount of neighbor tower information for PPE. Besides, for

each selected neighbor tower, we additionally select an equal number of neighbor towers centered on it. These

second-order neighbor towers enrich the neighbor tower information.

Considering that the size of neighbor tower set varies from different towers, here we group the neighboring

towers using the distance Δ𝑑𝑖 from the observation tower 𝑜𝑖 , specifically dividing the neighboring towers into

groups according to Δ𝑑 = 100𝑚. The vector𝑤𝑑 is randomly initialized and updated in the training phase. Each

group corresponds to a weight vector 𝑤𝑑 , and all the weight vectors form a weight matrix𝑊 𝑛
for a shard

transformation of tower embeddings. The attention module scans the neighbor towers, measuring the connection

relationship with the corresponding weight vector. Here we refer the correspondence between 𝑜𝑖 and one of its

neighbor towers 𝑜𝑖𝑛 as 𝑒𝑖𝑛

𝑒𝑖𝑛 = 𝜎
(
𝑊 𝑛 [𝐸𝑐𝑖 ;𝐸𝑐𝑖𝑛] + 𝑏𝑜

)
. (4)

where 𝑏𝑜 is the bias and 𝜎 is the logistic sigmoid function. Further, the weight parameter 𝛼𝑖𝑛 for each neighbor

tower 𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑛 is derived via a softmax function performed on 𝑒𝑖𝑛 . It seeks to learn the importance of each neighbor

tower in regard to the observed tower[28].

𝛼𝑖𝑛 =
exp (𝑒𝑖𝑛)∑

𝑗 ∈N(𝑜𝑖 ) exp (𝑒𝑖𝑛)
(5)

Then the 𝛼𝑖𝑛 are deployed to compute the weighted sum of the neighbor tower embeddings, resulting in a

neighbor embedding 𝐸𝑛𝑖 of 𝑜𝑖

𝐸𝑛𝑖 = 𝜎
©«

∑
𝑛∈N(𝑐𝑖 )

𝛼𝑖𝑛W𝐸𝑐𝑛
ª®¬ . (6)

In summary, we first extract the context information of the given tower 𝑜𝑖 and embed it into the vector

𝐸𝑐𝑖 to obtain the basic human mobility pattern. After that we dynamically extract the tower’s neighbor tower

information into 𝐸𝑛𝑖 and combine it with 𝐸𝑐𝑖 to get the tower’s embedding 𝐸𝑜𝑖
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𝐸𝑜𝑖 = 𝜎
(
𝑊 𝑜 [𝐸𝑐𝑖 ;𝐸𝑛𝑖 ] + 𝑏𝑛

)
. (7)

where 𝑏𝑛 is the bias and𝑊 𝑜
is the weighted function for transformation here. The tower embedding algorithm is

presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Tower Embedding Algorithm

Input:
Trajectory set 𝑆 ; Cell tower set 𝑂 ; Weight matrix W.

Output:
Tower embeddings 𝐸𝑐 for all towers in 𝑂 .

1: Initialize𝑊 , 𝐸𝑜

2: Find the context tower set C(𝑜) and neighbor tower set N(𝑜) for all towers in 𝑂 .
3: for 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 do
4: for 𝑜𝑖 ∈ 𝑡 = {𝑜1, 𝑜2, . . . , 𝑜 |𝑡 |} do
5: Perform context tower embedding algorithm of 𝑜𝑖 to get 𝐸𝑐𝑖 .

6: for 𝑜𝑛𝑖 𝑗 ∈ N (𝑜𝑖 ) do
7: Calculate 𝛼𝑖 𝑗 using 𝐸

𝑜
𝑖 , 𝐸

𝑜
𝑗 and𝑊

𝑛
by Equation 5.

8: end for
9: Perform neighbor tower embedding algorithm to get 𝐸𝑛𝑖 .

10: Calculate 𝐸𝑜𝑖 using 𝐸𝑐𝑖 and 𝐸
𝑛
𝑖 by Equation 7.

11: end for
12: end for
13: return 𝐸𝑜

3.3.2 Trajectory Representation Learning. In this part, considering that a trajectory is composed of a temporally

continuous number of observations, we employ a model of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)[29] to embed the

trajectory. In the scenario of trajectory embedding, RNN serves as a encoding model consisted of sequential

memory cells with learnable weights to learn expression [29]. To deal with the long-term memory of long

trajectories, a well-known GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) [10] skilled in distilling sequential information is adopted.

The framework of trajectory embedding is shown in Fig. 5. Themodel takes the trajectory of 𝑡𝑖 = {𝑜1, 𝑜2, . . . , 𝑜 |𝑡𝑖 |}
as input, resulting a trajectory embedding 𝐸𝑡𝑖 . Note that each input x𝑗 here is the tower embedding of 𝑜 𝑗 , e.g.

x𝑗 = 𝐸𝑜𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ [0, |𝑡𝑖 |).
Besides, due to the ambiguous mechanism of cellular activities, SD data have a very uncertain time granularity,

accompanied by irregular time intervals, which brings challenges to the traditional RNN model. To alleviate

the chaos in the temporal relationship caused by the instability of the time interval, we interpolate and fill the

preprocessed trajectory sequence. The interpolation is described in Section 3.2. This is associated with two

considerations: a) SD data are not spatially fine-grained and the trajectory with the outliers removed is very

uncertain temporarily, thus the interpolation in terms of a temporally small range of original observations will

not cause the user’s mobile characteristics to impaired; b) Immobilizing the time interval makes full use of the

potential of seq2seq models such as RNN to extract features [9].

A graphical depiction of GRU cell is shown in Fig. 6. The input of each GRU unit is the previous hidden output

ℎ𝑡−1 and the input x𝑡 at the current state. The entire gate control structure consists of two main gates: 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡 gate

and 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 gate. The 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡 gate is given by

𝑟 = 𝜎

(
𝑊𝑟 [x𝑡 ;ℎ𝑡−1]𝑇

)
(8)
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Fig. 5. Trajectory embedding

Fig. 6. A GRU cell

where 𝑟 is the 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡 gate, and 𝜎 is the logistic sigmoid function.𝑊𝑟 represents the weighted matrix of the 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡

gate to synthesize the information of x𝑡 and ℎ𝑡−1. The sigmoid function maps the value into (0, 1) to become a

memorization portion. The closer of memorization portion to 1 means the more part that should be memorized.

The 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡 gate selectively forgets part of the hidden state and obtains a temporary hidden state ℎ′
with a hidden

state worth remembering:

ℎ′ = tanh (𝑊ℎ [x𝑡 ;ℎ𝑡−1 ⊙ 𝑟 ]) (9)

where ⊙ is the hadamard product. The 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 gate is resulted from the previous hidden state ℎ𝑡−1 and the

temporary input x𝑡 . Equally, the computation of 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 gate is given by

𝑧 = 𝜎

(
𝑊𝑧 [x𝑡 ;ℎ𝑡−1]𝑇

)
(10)

where 𝑧 is the 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 gate. Combining the information of ℎ𝑖−1 and ℎ′
, the current hidden state of the GRU cell is

computed as

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑧 ⊙ ℎ𝑖−1 + (1 − 𝑧) ⊙ ℎ′
(11)

where the 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 gate controls the retaining portion of the previous state and its relationship that conveys to the

current state. The GRU cell ignores the information that learned to be irrelevant in the trajectory, resulting in a

more compact representation for the spatio-temporal trajectory data[10].

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we carry out the data-driven evaluation in detail by two applications: trajectory similarity

measurement and user profiling. The application of trajectory similarity measurement is used to study whether

the trajectory embedding module efficiently extracts discriminative information from the moving trajectory,

which is shown in Section 4.2. We also investigate the impact of the important parameters in 4.2.5. And in

Section 4.3, two novel tasks related to user profiling are employed to verify trajectory embedding associated with

user mobility. Besides, the impact of decisive factors in tower embedding is also evaluated in Section 4.4. We

investigate whether the vectors of observations can continuously maintain the geographical relationship after

being embedded into representation space to ensure the mobility regularity of users.

4.1 Setting & Baselines
As mentioned earlier, the statistics of SD data of different users vary greatly. We preprocess the SD data (detailed

in Section 3.2) and describe some notable settings below.
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• To ensure that user’s mobility and movement trajectory are completely recorded, in the 30-day SD dataset

from June 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017, we filter out the users with at least 20 days of SD records and two

trajectories per day. And finally 130,612 users are selected with 2,369,267 trajectories entirely.

• The longitude range and latitude range of theHefeimap in the dataset are [117.00◦, 117.60◦] and [31.60◦, 32.00◦]
respectively. Besides, the number of cell towers are 11,024, with a number of nearly 115 millions SD records

per day.

• The spatio-temporal uncertainty of SD seriously affects the extraction of human trajectory. For the semantic

integrity, we set a rule that a trajectory must keep a minimum traverse distance of 1 kilometer and last at

least 15 minutes.

As for the comparison, we briefly choose a naive embedding method, two state-of-the-art representation learning

methods in spatio-temporal data research, and a variant model as baselines. The Naive method only use the

latitude and longitude information of the tower without other representation learning techniques. Besides, the

state-of-the-art representation learning methods include the family of methods of Word2Vec[23] such as Trembr
and methods designed for specific tasks such as NeuTraj. These baselines use different representation learning

techniques to implement spatio-temporal data embedding. However, they mostly use limited GPS data as the data

source for evaluation, so their effect on large-scale signaling data has not been evaluated. At last, as a variant of

our framework,HERMAS-freq is designed to evaluate the performance gain of neighbor information extraction.

We briefly introduce these baselines respectively.

• Naive: In the naive embedding model, we directly use the normalized longitude and latitude of cell tower

as the tower embedding. More specifically, the embedding of each tower is a two-dimensional vector. And

the trajectory embedding is implemented by the trajectory representation learning approach in Section

3.3.2.

• Trembr [13]: It is a representation learning framework designed for use in a variety of trajectory tasks. The

basic intuition is to first match the spatio-temporal observations to the nearest road segment through road

network matching. Then a representation learning method similar to Word2Vec is performed for the road

network in terms of sequence of road segments. Finally, the spatio-temporal trajectory is represented as

the sequence of embedded road segments and the embedding of the trajectory is obtained using a recurrent

neural network.

• NeuTraj [34]: This method is elaborated on trajectory similarity measurement with a representation

framework. NeuTraj focuses on accelerating trajectory similarity computation. Specifically, NeuTraj samples

seed trajectories linked with the selected one to uses the pair-wise similarities as guidance in approximating

that of traditional similarity measures.

• HERMAS-freq: In this model, we directly use the frequency of the connection of a given tower with each

neighbor tower as the weight of different neighbor towers in the neighbor information extraction module

in Section 3.3.1. This model is designed to compare the impact of neighbor tower embedding in HERMAS.

In HERMAS and its variant, we set the dimension of context tower embedding as well as neighbor tower

embedding by default as 16, resulting in the dimension of tower embedding to be 32 as default. Further, the

dimension of trajectory embedding is set to be 64 as default, which would be discussed in Section 4.2.4 as a

significant parameter. And in all baseline methods, we treat each cell tower as a basic spatio-temporal observation

in embedding, and obtain optimal parameters through fine-tuning. The dimension of embeddings are set to be

equal with that of HERMAS. Some necessary changes have also been adopted to adapt to the requirements of the

evaluations.

The optimizer in our framework is Adam optimizer. The learning rate in training phrase is set as 0.001. The

experiments are done on a deep learning platform with a 2.10GHz Intel Xeon Silver CPU with 78G as main
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memory. After that data preprocessing, we use a NVIDIA TITAN V GPU with 12G memory to accelerate training

in deep learning implemented by Pytorch 1.0.1.

4.2 Evaluation on Application I: Trajectory Similarity Measurement
4.2.1 Introduction. Investigating trajectory similarity is a kind of primary research content. A large number of

online trajectory applications require instantly management of trajectory data for development. In view of the

fact that the distance between trajectories is not naturally measured, a series of traditional trajectory distance

calculation methods have been proposed and been referred by researchers, such as Dynamic Time Wrapping
(DTW)[6], Hausdorff distance[2], and the Fréchet distance[1]. As is known to all, these methods are based

on expert knowledge devoted to tricks like trajectory arrangement, interpolation and matching. However, they

have different applicability and involve high time and space complexity, which greatly reduces the efficiency.

This incident has inspired massive research aiming at accelerating calculations while ensuring correct similarity

calculation results. Therefore, in this evaluation, we compare HERMAS with the baselines in terms of accuracy

and efficiency.

4.2.2 Implementation Details. We collectively refer DTW, Hausdorff distance, and Fréchet distance as the classic
methods here. Some implementation details are listed below.

• For the ground truth of trajectory similarity, we use classic methods to calculate the trajectory similarity

among all the trajectories before conducting the following comparison evaluation.

• For the trajectory similarity calculation of HERMAS as well as baselines, a vector embedding is learned for

each trajectory respectively. Subsequently, we use the cosine similarity between trajectory embeddings as

the trajectory similarity.

• For the evaluation metrics, a line of similarity evaluation metrics has been designed for the evaluation.

Hitting rate [34] provides a widely accepted measurement about the accuracy of similarity. Additionally,

for the searching efficiency, we derive the sum of the time it takes to calculate the similarity of a given

trajectory with respect to all trajectories in the dataset.

Table 1. Comparison of various models on trajectory similarity

Distance DTW Hausdorff Fréchet
HR@10 HR@50 R10@50 HR@10 HR@50 R10@50 HR@10 HR@50 R10@50

Naive 0.269 0.278 0.506 0.257 0.324 0.536 0.289 0.326 0.587

Trembr 0.306 0.394 0.635 0.358 0.450 0.716 0.394 0.480 0.723

NeuTraj 0.388 0.512 0.720 0.398 0.512 0.804 0.616 0.757 0.928

HERMAS-freq 0.414 0.527 0.769 0.383 0.533 0.775 0.645 0.745 0.894

HERMAS 0.458 0.552 0.793 0.422 0.591 0.838 0.681 0.770 0.951

4.2.3 Evaluation on Hitting Rate. The hitting rate means that given a trajectory, whether the 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑘 similar

trajectories retrieved by the model can hit the trajectory with the closest distance to the given a trajectory. We

use HR@𝑘 to represent the hitting rate (e.g. Recall 𝑘 within 50 trajectories) of all trajectories in the trajectory set.

In this article, we use HR@10 and HR@50 to measure the hit rate[34]. In addition, R10@50 (e.g. Recall 10 within

50 trajectories) is also adopted, which measures the level of the model hitting at least 10 𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 50 trajectories

among the trajectories with the closest distance.

We randomly select 1000 trajectories as a dateset to perform trajectory similarity, the comparison result is

shown in Table 1. The overall performance of HERMAS is more prominent than the other three methods based on

representation learning techniques. And NeuTraj, as a framework specifically designed for trajectory similarity
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calculation, performs better than the other two baselines. However, its performance on DTW is still not as good

as HERMAS-freq. We can find that the Naive model has the worst performance, because the node of cell towers

lack enough semantic information. Similarly, the performance of Trembr, which follows the idea of Word2Vec, is

also unsatisfactory, since the indirect measurement of SD makes it impossible to accurately associated with urban

facilities. Compared with NeuTraj, HERMAS has the most obvious performance gain on DTW distance, which is

an increase of 7.0%, 4.0% and 7.3% on the three metrics respectively. This is mainly because the DTW distance

relates to the realignment between points on the trajectory, and this feature can be well adapted by HERMAS.

4.2.4 Evaluation on Searching Efficiency. We aware that the time cost is an important indicator of the practicality

of trajectory similarity measurement. Therefore, we evaluate the efficiency of different models on trajectory

similarity search.

The results are converted into how many trajectories the model can search per second to make it easier

to understand. While, it is also obvious that the size of the trajectory dataset has a significant impact on the

search efficiency, which is also considered. To explore the efficiency of the model in different scale datasets,

we reconstructed the datasets in different scales. We randomly selected 1000 and 5000 trajectories to form two

datasets 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1000 and 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡5000.

Table 2. Comparison of model efficiency within different scales of dataset

DTW Hausdorff FréchetModel
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1000 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡5000 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1000 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡5000 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1000 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡5000

Classic Method 24.95 4.52 8.43 1.43 0.58 0.01

Trembr 1525.36 310.65 1534.16 301.27 1489.28 303.85

NeuTraj 54.75 10.52 54.12 10.95 52.20 10.41

HERMAS-freq 1805.55 367.86 1835.86 379.25 1877.74 361.53

HERMAS 1870.83 365.13 1846.89 374.17 1860.35 388.07

It is worth noting that the classic methods are also added to the experiment to explore how much efficiency

the proposed framework can make progress. For example, if DTW is used as the method to calculate the distance,

then the classic method in the table temporarily represents the DTW method itself. Hausdorff and Fréchet are the

same. As can be seen from Table 2, HERMAS and other baselines based on representation learning techniques

significantly improve the efficiency than classic methods. In addition, HERMAS has similar performance at the

listed distances, proving that it is a very versatile acceleration method. Take DTW as an example for analysis. We

compare HERMAS with the classic method and baselines method respectively.

• HERMAS manage the similarity calculation of 1, 870.83 trajectories on average in 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡1000 in one second,

and that result is 365.13 in 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡5000. The latter is about 5 times the former, because it is related to the size

of the dataset. More practically, the sum of 5000 trajectories is likely to be generated by all the users who

passed a street within an hour in the city. HERMAS can be 70 or 80 times faster than DTW. In other words,

the number of trajectories processed by HERMAS in one second is more than the number of trajectories

processed by classic methods in one minute.

• The primary difference between HERMAS and HERMAS-freq lies in tower embedding, so these models

use the same module to implement the trajectory embedding. This leads to similar efficiencies. The

implementation of Trembr involves map matching of spatio-temporal observations and thus the model is

more time consuming. However, the results of Table 1 show that Trembr and HERMAS are at a significant

disadvantage in hitting rate. Besides, the efficiency of NeuTraj is about 30 times slower than HERMAS.
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This is because NeuTraj works out the trajectory embedding by sampling auxiliary guide trajectories from

the dataset, and therefore bears a very expensive calculation cost.

4.2.5 Impact of Dimension of Tower Embedding. The dimension of the trajectory embedding is an important

factor that has a great impact on the experimental results. Here we investigate the effect of different dimensions

on evaluation results. We empirically chose 32, 64, 128 and 256 dimensions for the evaluation on HERMAS and

other three baselines. As shown in the Fig. 7, the larger the trajectory embedding is, the fewer trajectories can

be searched per second for HERMAS. This is because the time spent by the trajectory representation learning

module increases with the dimension. We can also find that HERMAS is more efficient than baseline models such

as NeuTraj. This was explained in detail in the Section 4.2.4. As shown in the Fig. 8, we choose the HERMAS

model to compute the trajectory similarity for different dimension of trajectory embedding separately. From the

results, the overall score is highest when the trajectory embedding is 64. This may be because the sparsity of the

data also increases when the dimension is high, which leads to the limitation of the model. The human mobility

information is not fully embedded when the dimension is not enough, which leads to the lack of representation

capability of embedding vectors.

Fig. 7. Impact of Dimension of Trajectory embedding on
Similarity Search Efficiency

Fig. 8. Impact of Dimension of Trajectory embedding on
Trajectory Similarity Search

4.3 Evaluation on Application II: User Profiling
4.3.1 Introduction. Here we make an evaluation in user profiling. Compared with other spatio-temporal data

with notable collection cost, SD are provided by cellular provider in a city-wide way without extra efforts. This

low-cost method with high penetration rates provide new application scenarios for user profiling. A large number

of studies have proved that user mobility is closely related to user profiling, and the bridge between user mobility

and SD data is also provided by HERMAS.

We import an additional user profiling dataset, which is provided by one of China’s largest voice input software

companies. The data comes from the voice input of trip destination collected by a navigation software company

cooperating with Hefei CTCC. After trivial preprocessing, we can dig out user profiling information related to

user mobility from the destination information. Among them, transit user and traveling user are two tags

designed by us as the ground truth in evaluation. a) transit user: According to the latest human mobility survey

[16], almost 80% of transit users take public transportation at least 4 times within a week. Based on this, we tag
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the users as transit users with this transit pattern from user profiling data, expecting to benefit decision makers in

improving the public transportation environment. b) traveler user: We use a frequency pattern of at least once

a week to filter out users whose navigation destinations are outside the city from user profiling data. Identifying

such users helps operators optimize cellular network equipment deployment and tariff package pricing strategies.

4.3.2 Implementation Details. The implementation details of evaluation of user profiling are listed below.

• This part of the evaluation is composed of two independent classification tasks with different labels, i.e.

transit user and traveler user. The label of each trajectory is inherited from the label of the user to which it

belongs.

• For the classifying issue, Random Forest(RF), Decision Tree(DTree) and XGBoost are employed as

the classifier because these classifiers have been demonstrated their applicability in tasks of classification.

And the input is provided by the trajectory embeddings generated by each model. We then fine-tune each

classifier of each model separately.

• Precision, recall, and F1-score are adopted as evaluation metrics. For robustness, we randomly split the

dataset and perform a 5-fold cross-validation.

Table 3. Performance comparison on user profiling

Transit user Traveler userModel Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score
RF 0.636 0.632 0.634 0.562 0.558 0.560

DTree 0.591 0.598 0.594 0.534 0.524 0.529Naive
XGBoost 0.558 0.563 0.560 0.542 0.523 0.532

RF 0.681 0.687 0.684 0.588 0.606 0.597

DTree 0.678 0.615 0.645 0.526 0.559 0.542Trembr
XGBoost 0.558 0.582 0.570 0.554 0.561 0.557

RF 0.653 0.667 0.660 0.579 0.586 0.582

DTree 0.664 0.587 0.623 0.589 0.575 0.582NeuTraj
XGBoost 0.598 0.596 0.597 0.609 0.622 0.615

RF 0.709 0.709 0.709 0.615 0.635 0.625

DTree 0.684 0.635 0.659 0.568 0.593 0.580HERMAS-freq
XGBoost 0.614 0.602 0.608 0.579 0.577 0.578

RF 0.715 0.726 0.720 0.628 0.632 0.630
DTree 0.681 0.668 0.674 0.594 0.623 0.608HERMAS

XGBoost 0.618 0.611 0.614 0.624 0.633 0.628

4.3.3 Evaluation on User Profiling. According to the results presented in Table 3, we draw the following observa-

tions and make reasonable explanations.

First of all, the naive model is not able to extract deep-level features about human mobility and is therefore

the least performance in this validation. Trembr and NeuTraj did not achieve the desired results in two tasks. In

addition to the characteristics of indirect measurement of SD, Trembr only focused on the context relationships

within the trajectory, ignoring the neighbor information of SD in user mobility. And NeuTraj cannot make

progress based on the similarity of trajectories to understand the overall user mobility. In contrast, HERMAS-

freq’s evaluation performance is relatively improved, because the neghbor information is integrated about users’

semantic information and visit frequency.
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Secondly, HERMAS outperforms other methods in both tasks. In the task of predicting whether a user is a

transit user, HERMAS achieved an precision of 0.715, an recall of 0.726 and a f1-score of 0.720. The results are

0.6% − 1.7% higher than HERMAS-freq, and 3.3% − 3.9% higher than other best baseline models. In the task of

predicting whether the user is a traveler user, HERMAS achieves the best experimental results in accuracy and

F1-score, while the best results in recall are achieved by HERMAS-freq. HERMAS has 1.5% − 1.9% performance

improvement over other best baselines in accuracy and F1-score respectively. A plausible reason is that the

tower embeddings of HERMAS highly retains the geographic attributes of the observation, so that the trajectory

constituted consequently reflects the character istics of the user’s mobility. Furthermore, the mobility information

inherited in the large amount of trajectories of users is very efficiently collected and embedded. Benefiting from

the excellent functions of each module, HERMAS is evaluated to have excellent application prospects.

4.4 Evaluation on Tower Embedding
In this section, we make an supplementary evaluation of tower embedding. Our intuition is that tower embeddings

should maintain as much as possible the geographical relationship of the towers while obtaining contextual

and neighborhood information. Given two locations, we measure the Geographical Distance between them as

the geographical relationship. For simplicity, the Euclidean distance is used by us to calculate the geographical

distance between two towers. Similarly, the Euclid distance between the embeddings are figured out as Embedding
Distance.

Specifically, we randomly selected 100 towers and calculated the geographical distance between them pair by

pair. We also compute the Embedding distance between their corresponding embeddings. as shown in the figure,

we normalized these two distances separately. It can be seen from the figure that the Embedding distance and the

Geographical distance almost show a one-to-one ratio. That is, the closer the points are in geographic space, the

closer they are in embedding space. This indicates that our proposed tower embedding module can maintain the

geographic connection of spatio-temporal data very well.

Fig. 9. Evaluation of Tower Embedding
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5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Lessons Learned
We summarize our lessons as follows.

• We found that the PPE phenomenon in SD data strains the traditional spatio-temporal data embedding

methods that applied to accurate spatio-temporal data like GPS data. Therefore, we propose HERMAS to

exploit the large amount of neighbor connection patterns in order to extract the neighbor tower embedding

and synthesize it to the tower embedding.

• Our framework outperforms the baselines in the trajectory similarity in both accuracy and efficiency, as

shown in Table 1 and Table 2. Although the results of hitting rate on Hausdorff distance are not much

better than baselines, great progress has been made in a more efficient fashion. Additionally, we found that

HERMAS performs better in user profiling, as indicated in Table 3.

• Some key factors evolved in observation embedding also have been discussed in Section 4.2 with numerical

results shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. This suggests that the efficiency of tower embedding is closely related to

the dimension of trajectory embedding as well as the size of dataset.

5.2 Generalization
The evaluation results is evaluated by the data collected from a single city in China with high penetration rates.

We believe that the designed framework is adaptive to other cities with similar features. Further, the observation

embedding module is able to derive any location in the given map via geographical estimation. However, there

are certain limitations in the framework. For example, the geographical embedding module could only be trained

in a small scale limited by the computational cost. Hence for the dataset with a broad range in longitude and

latitude, it might be better to first train within a small scale and then transfer the parameters to the entire scale.

5.3 Privacy and Ethics:
Due to the prosperity of cellular networks, we have the opportunity to cooperate with cellular network operators

to conduct research on smart cities with the help of cellular network data. As the part of the cellular service

contract, all users involved agreed that the data will be adopted for comprehensive analysis of usage control,

malicious cellular usage detection/blocking, access patterns, business opportunities, etc. Particularly, combining

cellular data with the user’s mobility makes it possible for many applications that are significantly related to the

enhancement of user’s quality of services. Furthermore, all users’ IDs have been hashed into global identifiers by

the operator’s staff, which cannot be leveraged to trace users or other purposes. We envision the majority of

users may not be against this work. As a result, our work is exempted from the institutional IRB process.

6 RELATED WORK
On the one hand, thanks to the high penetration rate, SD data have been widely studied in urban computing,

transportation planning and so on. On the other hand, processing large-scale spatio-temporal data in human

mobility studies benefits from representation learning for its high efficiency in capturing moving patterns. In this

section, we review the related work from two aspects: representation learning for human mobility and SD-based

human mobility studies.

6.1 Human mobility applications with SD
The recent development of cellular networks is producing a hot topic in SD, which provides an opportunity

to investigate urban-scale human mobility in real-world applications from a novel point of view [7]. Based on

the high penetration rate of SD, the researchers explore the inherent characteristics and relationship of human
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mobility at a larger spatio-temporal scale. Rose [26] utilize SD to estimate traffic conditions based on treating

mobile phones as traffic probes for the pervasiveness in urban areas. Janecek et al. [18] employ SD to predict traffic

jam on urban scale by incorporating both active and inactive state of cell phone via a two-stage estimation. Traffic

dynamics within cities or parts of the cities are influenced by individual users, which incentivize exploration

that dig deeper into user-level. Qin et al. [24] investigated cellular data usage prediction with a behavior-aware

scheme called CellPred. They divide users into several groups based on mobility patterns figured out by an

additional dataset. Hence CellPred is able to accurately predict user data usage depending on the differences

among characteristics of different categories of user. Xu et al. [33] inferred user demographics by a semantic-

enhanced urban mobility embedding (SUME). They enhance user’s profiling by the semantic information of the

area through which the user passes, for the semantic information is deeply influenced by user demographics.

Zhao et al. [37] proposed CellTrans to infer users’ main transportation modes, which involves user’s fine-grained

measurement of movement that SD data do not provide. They believe the coarse spatio-temporal uncertainty

challenge could be ironed out by well-designed features extracted from the expansion of data of each user.

Similarly, we also take advantage of high penetration rates of SD in our framework.

6.2 Representation learning for human mobility
Representation learning yield representations of the data that efficiently extract meaningful information[5] of

the data. Because of its widespread use in fields such as natural language processing[11, 22, 23, 30] and graph

data mining [15, 19], researchers hope to bring its efficiency to applications related to spatio-temporal data. Some

studies attempted to apply typical representing learning algorithms directly to scenarios with spatio-temporal

data. Cao et al. [8] designed a representation learning framework called habit2vec to encode trajectory consisted

of check-in data. Habit2Vec treats the POI (Point of Interest) category where the user is in as a word, the trajectory

as a sentence, and finally uses Word2Vec as an embedding algorithm with a prediction experiment to verify the

effectiveness. Gao et al. [14] studied a novel problem of linking trajectories to users with a solution model called

TULER. They regard POI category as word trained in sentences generated by POI check-ins on social networks

over a period of time to be encoded by Word2Vec. Wu et al. [31] designed two RNN based models with the aim

of addressing the limitations of topological structure on trajectory modeling. They use a legal transition set to

define costs and training progress, and the model works better than state-of-art methods in location prediction.

6.3 Summary
Human mobility has been extensively studied in recent years. With the widespread applications, using repre-

sentation learning algorithms to study human movement has gradually become popular. With more or fewer

approximations, some methods successfully apply typical representing learning algorithms to human mobility

applications. But these models are mainly designed for a single application. It would be fulfilling to leverage

representation learning in more applications with its intrinsic applicability [5]. For this goal, Trembr [13] coped

with trajectory embedding by encoding both the spatio-temporal features and road segments based on Word2Vec

techniques. The model is evaluated by three tasks, which prove its capability in the applications at the trajectory

level. Nevertheless, the low penetration rates of fine-grained data, such as GPS, limit these methods to small-scale

user and trajectory applications. In this paper, we explore representing SD data with high penetration rates in

human mobility related applications.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we design a novel representation learning framework HERMAS to embed SD data for large-scale

human mobility related applications. Aiming at efficiently embedding SD data into high-dimensional vectors

while retaining the characteristics of human mobility, we design a representation learning algorithm for the
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characteristics of PPE of SD, which distinguish our framework from the previous works. The evaluation is

conducted on two prospective applications with a city-wide SD dataset collected by cellular service provider in

Hefei, China. The first evaluation on the application of trajectory similarity shows the performance enhancement

on the similarity measurement as well as computational efficiency. In particular, HERMAS outperforms the most

competitive baseline model for more than 30× efficiency with a performance promotion from 15.2% to 39.2%on

similarity measurement. The second evaluation of user profiling also demonstrate the ability of our framework in

extracting and representing useful information associated with user mobility.

In the future, we will further investigation on the study for the analysis of the PPE in SD data. Besides, a more

extensive research on the human mobility applications is also attractive for our study.
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